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The prolific Evangelical scholar Ben Witherington turns his attention here to the Gospel of Matthew in a substantial new commentary in the distinctive Smyth & Helwys series. Aimed at teachers, pastors, seminarians, and interested laity, this commentary series provides a very attractive format and one geared for enjoyable study of the text. - - Donald Senior “The Bible Today, July/August 2007”. Read more. From the Inside Flap. Reviews and ratings of Biblical, theological, and practical Christian works. Best. Written by accomplished scholars with all students of Scripture in mind, this innovative new commentary series is designed to make quality Bible study more accessible. Pastors, professors and students of Scripture are discovering that this commentary is a wonderful new tool for enhancing interpretation. All volumes include these features to support interpretation: insightful sidebars in four categories, a wealth of fine art visuals, and a CD-ROM containing all the text and images of the volume in a searchable format. Order this series electronically Order commentaries in Logos Bible Software. Product Details. Title: Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary Collection. General Editor: Samuel E. Balentine. Publisher: Smyth & Helwys. Volumes: 34. Pages: 16,955. Resource Type: Commentaries. Topic: Biblical Studies. Individual Titles. Revelation by Mitchell G. Reddish. The Lord’s Prayer by Nijay K. Gupta. Resources Included. Like the highly successful initial volume in the Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary Series, Walter Brueggemann’s 1 & 2 Kings, this volume explores the beginnings of kingship in Israel. Tony Cartledge author thoughtfully considers the debt that our religious and literary heritage owes to the books of 1 & 2 Samuel, including the counsel of Samuel, the determination of Saul, and the towering figure of David.
The new Smyth and Helwys Bible Commentary, 1 & 2 Samuel, is a refreshing study of the stories about the early days of kingship in ancient Israel. Tony Cartledge combines an outstanding scholarly treatment of the text with insightful applications to the twenty-first-century world. 1 & 2 Samuel is an excellent companion volume to its Bible Commentary predecessor, 1 & 2 Kings, and will be a necessary addition to libraries and studies and a valuable classroom tool. Nancy L. deClaiss-Walford, associate professor of Old Testament and biblical languages, McAfee School of Theology; manag
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It is the faith declarations that have helped me the most, since I have about 10 books of Bible promises Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary: The Book of the Twelve: Micah–Malachi. 666 Pages•2016•16.64 MB•582 Downloads•New! Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (1-2 Samuel). 768 Pages•2016•37.52 MB•541 Downloads•New! Ezekiel (The Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary). 597 Pages•2005•12.53 MB•499 Downloads•New!